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Summary: 

The webinar aimed at providing hands on experience in creating procedures and triggers 

using PL/SQL. Students were trained with PL/SQL statements using mysql database and practice 

exercises were given at end of the session. 

Tools Used 

 

MYSQL: 

MYSQL is a database management system that allows us to manage relational databases. 

It is open source software backed by Oracle. It means we can use MySQL without paying a dime. 

Also, if we want, we can change its source code to suit our needs. Even though MySQL is open 

source software, we can buy a commercial license version from Oracle to get premium support 

services. MySQL is pretty easy to master in comparison with other database software like 

Oracle Database, or Microsoft SQL Server. MySQL can run on various platforms UNIX, Linux, 

Windows, etc. We can install it on a server or even in a desktop. 

PL/SQL: 

PL/SQL is a block structured language. The programs of PL/SQL are logical blocks that 

can contain any number of nested sub-blocks. PL/SQL stands for "Procedural Language 

extension of SQL" that is used in database systems like MYSQL. PL/SQL is integrated with Oracle 

database (since version 7). The functionalities of PL/SQL usually extended after each release of 

Oracle database. Although PL/SQL is closely integrated with SQL language, yet it adds some 

programming constraints that are not available in SQL. We can create PL/SQL units like 

procedures, functions, packages, types and triggers, etc. which are stored in the database for 

reuse by applications. 

 

 

Summary of the technical session. 
The participants were trained in the following 



  

 

 

 

o To create PL/SQL blocks. 

o To create PL/SQL procedures for real-time applications. 

 

o To execute the created procedures. 

o About Triggers and types of trigger i.e. statement level trigger and row level trigger. 

o To create triggers for real-time applications. 

o  


